EXFIL® ALL-TERRAIN MANDIBLE

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Team Wendy Impact Test Protocol
TW-TP-1901 (10 and 14.1 ft/s NOCSAE drop, 150G max)

SIZING / COMPATIBILITY

› Available in size 1 or size 2
› Compatible with EXFIL® Ballistic or EXFIL® Ballistic SL of respective size fitted with either the EXFIL® Rail 2.0 System or EXFIL® Rail 3.0 System
› Compatible with EXFIL® Carbon of respective size fitted with the EXFIL® Rail 3.0 System
› Compatible with EXFIL® LTP fitted with the EXFIL® Rail 3.0 System; the size 1 mandible fits both helmet sizes

COLORS

- Black (FED-STD-595C #37031)
- Coyote Brown (FED-STD-595C #20150)
- MultiCam® (Hydrographic)
- Ranger Green (Pantone 7770c)

WEIGHT
0.71 lbs (320 g)
Lightweight mandible that mounts quickly and tool-free providing coverage for the face and ears to protect against blunt impact and debris. Compatible for use with the EXFIL® Ballistic Visor.

**PERFORMANCE**

- Blunt impact performance in accordance with Team Wendy impact test protocol TW-TP-1901 (10 and 14.1 ft/s NOCSAE drop, 150G max)

**Materials**

- Insert: VN Vented Foam
- Frame: TPU and Glass-Reinforced Polycarbonate
- Hardware: Stainless Steel
- Outer Cover: Mesh and Game Time Laminate
- Berry Compliant

**Part Numbers**

Black Size 1: 76-MDA-21
Black Size 2: 76-MDA-22
Coyote Brown Size 1: 76-MDA-31
Coyote Brown Size 2: 76-MDA-32
MultiCam® Size 1: 76-MDA-41
MultiCam® Size 2: 76-MDA-42
Ranger Green Size 1: 76-MDA-71
Ranger Green Size 2: 76-MDA-72